success 1s
super easy
Welcome to Be Young's Fast-Track. A generous and unique Distributor bonus that rewards you for networking, building
relationships, creating conversations and, most importantly, working with your teams. Determine your own worth and
find the financial freedom to no longer stare at your dream board ... but to LIVE IT. It is very easy and starts with four
simple steps:

Step 1: Enroll in Fast-Track

Create your monthly autoship and include one of our Fast-Track packs (SKU: FASl0I)

Step 2: Share and Earn.

Get four (4) Team Members to enroll in Fast-Track. Fast-Track pays you on an enhanced pay structure, three levels deep.
This makes it possible for you to earn the same income with a small group of people that would have otherwise taken
hundreds of people.

Step 3: Support Your Team Members

Encourage your team members to achieve their goals by helping them share the benefits of Fast-Track with four (4) of
their team members and create their monthly Fast-Track pack autoship.

Step 4: As Your Team Grows, So Does Your Income

Once all three (3) levels of your Fast-Track is filled you will earn $1,192.80. Teams that work together earn together. As
your Fast-Track team grows beyond three (3) levels, so will your income.

Fast-Track With Your Customers
Fast-Track is just as generous with your Loyol Product Partner's (LPP's). When you Fast-Track your LPP's you
are making a team focused decision to leverage those members and your downline Distributors LPP's. This will
give you a better opportunity than what you could of create from your efforts alone.
To leverage your LPP's and your teams simply encourage those LPP's to setup their monthly autoship and
select the Fast-Track kit that fits their needs. The rank requirements and percentage of pay remain the same as
detail in the diagram on the prevous page. Your level 1 pay starts with your personally sponsored LPP's.
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